
QUIZ

• According to the author, what is the default network and its 
proposed role in the process of predictions?
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QUIZ

• The default network is the brain regions that are more 
activated when we are NOT engaged in a specific goal-
oriented  task. The author proposes that by subserving 
associative processing of contextually related information, this 
network might generate predictions (p.17).









COGNITION & PERCEPTION

• Context is important in object recognition

• This blurs the border btw perception & cognition

• Our perception relies on two parallel processes:

• Bottom-up: Incoming information of sensations

• Top-down: Memory & Expectations (=piror)
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ANALOGIES:
TRIGGER

• “What is this like?”

• Connects with a set of associated representations that provide 
a platform for predictions.

• Help interpret the input rapidly, using only rudimentary 
information.
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(a) Prototypical Context Frame:
                      Rapidly activates a prototypical context frame in memory (ANALOGY)

(b) Context Frame with the gradual arrival of HSFs

(c) Episodic Context Frame



ASSOCIATIONS:
BUILDING BLOCKS

• Provide the vehicle for memory encoding and retrieval

• By activating a certain analogy, information that is associated 
with this analogy in memory is triggered, generating 
“expectations” by becoming presensitized



Contextual Association Network
Default Network
Overlap

MPC: medial parietal cortex
MPFC: medial prefrontal cortex
MTL: medial temporal lobe

(Bar et al. 2007, Hippocampus)



Division of the Process of Association

•MTL: Represents episodic, physically specific representation of an immediate context
•MPC/RSC: Contain prototypical representations for typical contexts
•MPFC: Uses this associative information to generate predictions

(Aminoff et al. 2007, J Cog Neurosci; Bar 2007, Trends Cog Sci ; Bar et al. 2007, Hippocampus)



“MINDSET”:
BEYOND PREDICTIONS

• Broad activations afforded by associative structuring of 
memory, associative activations can be seen as guiding our 
behavior more globally

• Broad set of predictions



“MINDSET”:
BEYOND PREDICTIONS

1. Our response to a certain stimulus or situation is not absolute, but 
instead determined by the mindset

2. A great deal of the ubiquitous activations seen in the “default” 
network can be explained as reflecting a mindset, and such default 
activity would change dramatically when subjects are in different 
mindsets.

3. The central role of associations in our mental lives has far-reaching 
implications to clinical mental disorders: The pattern of activity 
typically observed at “rest” in healthy individuals differs in patients.



SUMMARY

•Analogy - Association - Predictions

•Memories are encoded in an associative manner, and that 
their holistic activation generates predictions which seem 
to be encoded in the default network of the brain.



IMPLICATIONS

1. Why not just rest?:  To create simulation-based “memories”

- Outcome of imagined experience

- Our stored experience in memory as scripts: Contain 
information on what was the proper response and 
expectation under similar conditions in the past



IMPLICATIONS

4. Powerful tool 
for detecting 
the unexpected

2. The influence of predictions on memory

3. Predictions and allocation of attention



IMPLICATIONS

5. Inhibition



IMPLICATIONS

6. First impression & stereotypes

Summary:
The generality of information within an activated associative 
context frame permits it to be applied to new instances of the 
relevant context such that previous experience can help guide 
new experiences



CONCLUSION

• Analogy; Association; Prediction

• The application of the framework is versatile from simple and 
procedural automatic learning to language and social 
interactions

• A need for developing models of how this framework is 
realized



CONCLUSION

1. The brain is proactive in generating predictions

2. Interpretation via analogies is meant to answer the question 
“What is this like?”

3. Association play a central role in foresight.

4. The information stored in our memory exerts its contribution 
to behavior by way of predictions -



CONCLUSION

5.Inhibition shapes and fine-tunes the selectivity and thus the 
relevance of the predictions activated in a given context

6.The web of activations that is elicited in a certain situation 
provides a set of predictions that determines a mindset that 
dictates our responses and actions.



QUESTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

• How the brain integrates representations from different points 
in time

• The computational operations and the underlying cortical 
mechanisms, mediating the transformation of a past memory 
into a future thought

• How our experience with more complex situations can be 
encoded at a gist level in a way that can easily be applied in 
novel, analogous circumstances



Context on perception & 
recognition, the connection 
between the amygdala and 
"gut responses" to novel 
stimuli, and affective 
perception
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